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Abstract
In this paper a method is proposed to compute
typical objects for the classes in the scheme of a
fuzzy object oriented database. Typical objects are
considered as "representatives" of a fuzzy majority
of the class instances. The instances of a class are
represented in a topological space and the typical
object is derived as "closest" to the fuzzy majority
of the class instances.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In the conceptual scheme of an Object Oriented Data
Base a class identifies the structure shared by a
collection of objects; the intensional definition of a
class is the specification of its structure in terms of a
collection of attributes and methods to operate on
them. The extensional definition of a class is the set of
its instances, i.e. objects corresponding to real entities
of the considered application [1].
The concept of typicality in the OO data model has
been introduced to characterize the typical attribute
values of a class, thus defining a “virtual-object”
which constitutes the class representative.
The primary use of typical objects is to support the
association of default attribute values when the actual
values are unknown. The use of typical objects makes
the data model more informative than when using null
values as pointers to unknown attribute values [2, 6,
10] . Moreover typical objects can be useful in
database summarization, as they constitute a synthetic
view of database contents [12]. Last but not least, in
Fuzzy Object Oriented data models typical attribute
values can be used to support the computation of the
partial membership of objects to fuzzy classes [8].

Generally typical attribute values are defined a priori,
in the phase of the data scheme generation, and stored
as components of the intensional definition of classes:
a limitation of this approach is that the objects stored
successively as instances of a class may have
attributes which are very different from those
previously identified as the typical ones.
In this paper we propose a method to compute typical
objects “a posteriori” of the database instantiation. We
consider a fuzzy OO data model, the instances of
which may have either precise or vague values,
defined as trapezoidal possibility distributions over the
attribute domain [4,5]. The proposed method is
defined as an extension of a method previously
defined to compute typical objects for crisp OO data
bases [3].
In the literature, it has been outlined that the concept of
typicality has a vague nature [7]; in our approach
vagueness is modelled by defining vague typical attribute
values as well as by computing the typical object as a
representative of a fuzzy majority of the class instances.
The concept of a fuzzy majority expressed by a linguistic
quantifier such as most of, was first introduced in the
context of fuzzy group decision making to identify a subgroup of consensual experts [9]; in our context this
concept is inherited to identify a subset of homogeneous
class instances.
In section 2 we synthetically describe the topological
model to compute typical objects; in section 3 the
representation of the class instances in the topological
space are described and in section 4 the computation of
typical objects is defined.

2.

OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH

The procedure for the computation of the typical object is
based on the definition of a topological space. In the

crisp environment, for each class in the database scheme
a D-dimensional space is defined, in which the instances
are represented as points whose coordinate values are the
precise attribute values [3]. The typical object is
computed as a new point obtained by the aggregation of
the instance points through a linguistic quantifier; the
aggregation is performed separately on each coordinate
(referring to a distinct attribute) of the points.
In the fuzzy extension proposed in this paper we consider
that the attribute values may be vague, identified by
linguistic labels associated with possibility distributions
[4,5].
Let us try to figure out how an instance of a class looks
like in the space. For sake of simplicity, let us first
restrict our attention to a three dimensional space and to
a class instance for which two attribute values are known
precisely a1 , and a2 , while the third attribute has a vague
value represented by a possibility distribution π3. Now,
let us assume that the possibility degrees are associated
with grey levels; the value 1 is associated with the black,
the value 0 with the white. In the space, the class instance
identifies a segment shaded with different grey levels
(see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: representation of a class instance.
By generalizing this view to the extreme case in which
all the attribute values are vague, a class instance
identifies an ipercube with a black nucleous and
surrounding shells shaded with different grey levels. In
this general case, the grey level associated with a point of
the ipercube is determined by a combination of the grey
levels of its coordinate points. In the following, we will
figure out a class instance as an ipercube in the space,
even if this happen only as extreme case.
This graphical representation of the class instances is
intuitive and makes it possible to identify the typical
object of a class as the "virtual" ipercube closest to the
fuzzy majority of the class ipercubes. It is determined by
computing the possibility distributions characterizing the
typical vague values of the attributes for each coordinate

axis; this computation consists in the aggregation of the
trapezoidal functions representing the attribute values of
the class instances through an Induced Ordered Weighed
Averaging operator reflecting the fuzzy majority [14].
This computation is based on the adoption of both a
metrics for each coordinate of the space and a distance
function in the space.
Further, a degree of consensus or agreement on the
typical object among the instances in the fuzzy majority
is evaluated: it is interpreted as an indicator of the
cohesion of the class instances in the fuzzy majority.
When the cohesion degree is low, i.e. below a given
threshold, it means that the typical object is not a valid
representative of the instances; in this case a new typical
object representative of a stricter fuzzy majority of the
instances can be computed.

3.

A TOPOLOGICAL REPRESENTATION OF
OBJECT INSTANCES

In database applications the available information is
often characterized by incompleteness: a datum may be
either ill-known (vague or uncertain), or completely
unknown or it may not exist. Usually in databases when
there is a lack of knowledge about the value of an
attribute a null value is used as a place holder for the
unknown value. Different kinds of null values have
been introduced in the literature to characterize the
different types of incompleteness [2,6,18].
In OOD models the computation of typical attribute
values as prototypal values of the attributes of each
class would offer a more infomative way than null
values to represent unknown information.
Recently fuzzy set and possibility theory have been
applied to provide a more flexible and accurate way to
model incompleteness in data models. To this aim,
several fuzzy Object Oriented data models have been
proposed in the literature [4, 8, 11, 15]. Some of these
models assume that at the schema level, typical attribute
values are defined [8, 10].
We call typical object a representative instance of a
structured class (a class having more attributes), while a
representative instance of an attribute is a typical
attribute value. A typical object is characterized by a set
of typical attribute values.
The specification of typical attribute values is usually
assumed as an a priori operation performed at the
scheme definition level by an expert of the application
domain. In [3] a method has been proposed to compute
typical objects “a posteriori” of the database
instantiation as representatives of a fuzzy majority of
the class instances. To this aim, for each class in the
scheme a topological space is defined with a dimension
D given by:

N

D = ∑ Di
i =1

where:
• N is the number of the attributes of the class which
are semantically significant in defining the typical
object: for example the attributes having a numeric
domain, such as the attribute age, or an ordinal
domain, such as the attribute hear color. In fact, it
makes sense to define a typical age of a population or
a typical hear color, while it is a nonsense to define
the typical name.
• Di is the dimension of the space associated with the ith attribute of the class. Di = 1 for the attributes
having a primitive domain. In this context only single
valued attributes are considered. Further it is not
allowed to choose as semantically significant the
class attributes with have the class itself as domain.
In the crisp context, each coordinate of the topological
space is associated with an attribute having a primitive
domain. The instances of the class identify points whose
coordinates are the precise values of the associated
attributes.
In the fuzzy extension, both the instances of a class and
the typical object are identified by ipercubes of the Ddimensional space, as it has been illustrated in section 2.
Each axis of this space is associated with the basic
domain of a “significant” attribute of the class; the
attribute values of a class instance are defined by
possibility distributions with a trapezoidal shape
(α, β, χ, δ) on the attribute basic domain; when an
attribute value is not vague (it is either precise or
imprecise), we will assume that it is represented by a
possibility distribution too (for a precise value
α = β = χ = δ; for an imprecise value α = β and χ = δ ).

4.

TYPICAL OBJECT COMPUTATION

The procedure for the computation of the typical object of
a class is the following. First, for each class a subset of its
instances is selected randomly as a sample set; it is
assumed that the class instances are represented by this
sample set. The sample set cardinality (K) strongly
influences the time needed for the computation of the
typical object.
An evaluation matrix can be defined in which the rows
refer to the K instances of the class and the columns refer
to the D attributes ( i.e. the space dimension ). The value
πij =( αij , βij , χij , δij ) of the matrix is the trapezoidal
possibility distribution of the j-th attribute for the i-th
instance.

Class C A1 A2 A3 A4 A5
Object 1
Object 2
π 22
Object 3
π 34
Table 1: matrix representing the instances of a class
The typical object of a class is computed so as to take
into account a fuzzy majority Q, such as "most" [9, 13],
of the K class instances: it can be also figured out as an
ipercube o in the D-dimensional space of the attributes
closest to the ipercubes in the fuzzy majority Q.
The rows of the decision matrix, are used to compute
the typical object o.
The aggregation function is formalized by an IOWA
operator of dimension K, with the weighting vector W
automatically defined so as to reflect the semantics of
the quantifier Q [13]. First, by following Zadeh [16], the
membership function of the fuzzy subset representing
the relative monotone non decreasing quantifier is
defined Q : [0,1]→[0,1]. In fact, relative monotone non
decreasing quantifiers model the semantics associated
with the concept of a fuzzy majority which increases as
the number of the elements in the fuzzy majority come
close to all.
Then the K elements wi∈[0,1] of the weighting vector
W are obtained as:
wi = Q(i/K ) - Q((i-1)/K ) ∀i=1…K
We remind that an Induced Ordered Weighted Average
operator (IOWA) allows to generalize the OWA so as
the non linear component requiring the reorder of the
arguments can be defined based on a reorder vector R
[14].
In our context, since the possibility distributions are
represented by trapezoidal fuzzy numbers (α, β, χ, δ),
we apply the IOWA separately to the bags:
(α1 ,..., αK), (β1,...,βK), (χ1,...,χK ), (γ1,...,γK ), by
considering a common reorder vector R.
By considering the aggregation of the (α1 ,..., αK), the
IOWA operator is defined as follows:
K

IOWA(<r1, α1j>, ..., <rK .,αK j> )= ∑ bi wi
i =1

in which the value bi is the αj that has associated the ith largest of the r values.
The reorder vector R is common to both the aggregations
on all the axis, and to the aggregations of all the four
bags along each axis. Its elements are determined on the

basis of the euclidean distance of the instances from their
average instance.
The average instance is obtained by applying an average
operator to the values (α, β, χ, δ), in each column of the
decision matrix.
A distance measure between possibility distributions is
adopted : let us indicate by dh(πih.πjh) the distance on the
h-th axis [17]. Then, the Euclidean distance between two
class instances d (oi oj) is obtained as:
d(oi o j) = d1(πi1 .πj1)2 + d2 (πi2.πj2)2 + .. dD(πiD.πjD)2
The K instances are then ranked based on R in
decreasing order of their euclidean distance from the
average instance distance d(οi , οAverage ).
By using this reorder criterion the typical attribute
values are determined more heavily by the instance
attribute values which are "closer" to the average value
of the attributes. The typical attribute values computed
in this way are seen as representatives of Q attribute
values, and the typical object o is the representative of
Q instances.
The degree of cohesion of the class instances in the
fuzzy majority with respect to the typical object is
computed as follows:
• first, the similarity between each instance oi and the
typical object o is evaluated; we interpret this evaluation
as the computation of the degree of cohesion of the
instance with respect to Q instances; the similarity
measure between pairs of instances is defined as the
complement of their Euclidean distance normalized with
respect to the maximum:
d (o i o )
sim(o i o ) = 1 −
max j=1,...K (d (o j o ))
• second, the degree of cohesion among Q instances
is computed; this is performed by aggregating the
similarity degrees computed in the previous step by
using the OWA operator associated with Q.
When the degree of cohesion is not satisfactory, i.e. it is
below a given threshold, it is assumed that the typical
object is not a valid representative of the considered
majority. In this case, one can try to compute a new
typical object as representative of a stricter fuzzy
majority.
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